Contact and Hygiene Regulations for Participating
Courses at UniSport 2020
1. Acknowledgment of Regulations and Duty to Provide Information
a. By registering for a course, participants acknowledge and agree to contact and hygiene
regulations for participating at UniSport.
b. Participants must be in good health with no symptoms of illness in order to participant in a
course. If a person is showing symptoms of illness, the required steps should be taken
immediately (Berlin Senate hotline: 030 / 90282828)
c. In order to be able to trace infections, the necessary contact details are requested when
registering and the attendance is documented.
2. Observe hygiene regulations
a. Wash your hands frequently for at least thirty seconds using soap and hot water. Do not
touch your face with your hands.
b. Cough or sneeze into your elbow.
c. Bring your own towel/mat to use in class. Currently, equipment is not available for
participants to use.
4. Covered sports facilities (halls and sports rooms)
a. Before and after the courses in covered sports facilities (e.g. entrance areas, toilet facilities,
changing rooms, collection and return of sports equipment etc.), a mask is required.
3. Changing rooms and showers
a. Generally, changing rooms and shower areas are open, but can only provide to a limited
extent due to the distance regulations. Please note the signs on site. Please come to class
already wearing the appropriate sportswear if possible.
4. Rules for specific sports
a. Running /cycling
i.
Runners and cyclists should keep a distance of 10 meters between them and the
person in front of them (at higher speeds, 20 meters). The risk of infection is higher
for anyone who is in the tailwind of someone else, which is why it is best to run or
cycle parallel to each other or in a staggered formation.
b. Horseback riding
i. Due to requirements related to the pandemic, lessons can only be held outdoors
(outdoor riding arena/open areas). There are no refunds for cancellations due to bad
weather.
ii. The attendance times of equestrians as well as employees/helpers are to be reduced
to a minimum and are determined by the management (maximum 1.5 hours).
iii. A protective mouth covering must be worn at all times when inside buildinggs or
structures: in the stables and stalls, saddle room, stable walkways, and the
restrooms.
iv. The riding area is not open to the public or visitors.
v. Grooming areas for the horses need to be spread out so that there is plenty of room
between participants.

vi. Only one person at a time should enter the saddle room or visit the restrooms.
c. Aquatics
i.
All participants must wear protective masks when they are on the Aquatic Sports
Center property and piers.Customers themselves have to sanitize aquatic sports
equipment (paddles, sculls, tillers/outriggers) using the surface disinfectant provided
by the Aquatic Sports Center.
ii.
All participants should promptly leave the Aquatic Sports Center facility after their
course or boot rental.
iii.
For windsurfing, catamaran sailing, and stand-up paddleboarding courses, we
recommend participants bring their own wet suit as protective equipment. Due to
hygiene concerns, we are not providing wet suits for participants.
d. dancing
i. Registration in pairs is recommended.
ii. There will be no dance partner swap during the entire course.
iii. The coaches document which couples dance together (participant lists).
iv. Only so many participants are admitted that the distance (3m) is guaranteed
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